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1. Login
Enter valid username and password in order to access the application.

2. Dashboard
It represents graphical representation of all applications. Left hand side navigation tab
shows Application and Reports.
Let’s take an example for process stages for 1/2" Inch dia (Without Pro rata charges
(Domestic))
When the application is submitted by consumer, first stage it will come into AEE bucket. Once
the AEE logins to the application, he will be taken to Dashboard Page where he gets to see
overview of applications submitted to his division like in the below screenshot provided.
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3. Applications:
Summary
Applications collapse shows Summary, My Approval Pending, Closed Application and Rejected
Applications. It shows all applications applied for new water connection by user for that
particular division. Admin is able to view all the applications in Summary .The index page list out
all applications. Filter will refine the applications based on Consumer name, Unique ID, sub
division and Ward name
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Screenshot of AEE login:

Clicking on View button it takes user to Application summary page where you can view user’s
details. Download button allows you to download consumer’s documents for verification and
Download pdf button allows you to download consumer application view page. View link on
Payment History allows to view the consumer application bill payment in pdf format
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Approval pending:
Applications waiting for approval shows in ‘My approval pending’ bucket of BWSSB user. View
button allows to view and do the necessary action for approval. Able to edit any changes in
consumer application and save it. Saved changes will update on Change History tab. All previous
stage message and designation handed over from will update on application. Once the
application is moved to next process then it is not possible to edit any changes in saved details.
Application can be verified and moved to next process stage with necessary message on Internal
and Consumer textbox.
Internal textbox: User needs to enter necessary message for internal purpose
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Consumer textbox: It helps to send message to consumer. User needs to enter application status
or any other concern to consumer .It will reflect on consumer Inbox
Approve to next stage: It allows to save the current action and move the application to next
stage
Send back to previous stage: It allows to send application to previous stage if any concern
Change in application: It allows to send back application to Consumer end and they are able to
edit any changes in applications. Meanwhile a SMS will send to consumer registered mobile
number about application pending status.
Only AEE has permission to send back to consumer.
Reject application: It allows to reject any invalid applications. Rejected applications will update
on reject application page
Only AEE is allowed to reject the application. For other user logins this button would be hidden
Send Message to Consumer: It allows to send message to consumer without proceeding to next
stage
If any applications credited to user role bucket for approval, an email will be send to their
registered email id about applications.
Screenshot of AEE login for first stage process:
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Once the application is moved to next level, it will update it in Summary and unable to do any action
after it proceeded to next stage
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After proceeded to next level by AE, the application will move to next stage i.e. Water Inspector He is
privileged to approve application and move to next stage and send back to previous stage
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Once the water inspector approves to next stage, the application will move to next stage, AE/JE
Application view for a Demand Note as shown above:
It allows to add demand note fee according to the square feet .There are three types of fee
1. Fee fields: User needs to add values in Quantity field according to the building square
meter. User can also add or delete fee fields.
2. Prorate charge: user needs to add prorate charge if the building is above 2nd floor. For
reference they can view file clicking on prorate charge file
3. GBWASP charge: User needs add GBWASP charge with reference to GBWASP charge file
The whole calculated amount will display in Calculated Total field. Once the demand note is
approved to next stage, it allows to download connection bill in pdf format on Payment
History.
After approval of demand note, it will come to AEE for next stage processing. AEE needs to
login to his account and check the application for approval to next stage.
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Application View-EE
Able to update and proceed the connection bill created by Draft man to consumer
After EE moved to next level, the application again move to AEE
Now AEE will check the connection fee charges which has been entered by AE/JE and has an option to
edit the charges if necessary or else can approve the application for next stage if all the charge are
correctly entered. At this stage AEE also has the option of rejecting the application or sending back to
previous stage or send back to consumer for change
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Once AEE approves the application it will be sent to next stage which will be Draft Man.Draft man
needs to log into his account and process the application for next stage. Below is the screenshot
of Draftsman view
He will verify all the connection fee added and approves to next stage, i.e. AEE .It will be the last
inspection to verify the connection bill before sending the bill to consumer. He can also reject
the application before approving the bill or send back to previous stage
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If AEE approve the application, the next stage will be payment stage where consumer will be
intimated with a message to his mobile number that he needs to process the payment and he
needs to login to his account and pay the generated amount.
The application will not allow to do any process until and unless the consumer makes the
payment.
If the consumer successfully makes the payment then the application allow AEE to proceed to
further stages.
After payment of connection bill,there will be no option to reject the application or send back to
consumer.
AEE approves to next stage with appropriate comments for internal and consumer, Application
will be next sent to Revenue Manager for inspection
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Application view for RM,
RM will verify all the processes and approves to next stage.RM can write message for consumer or keep
an internal copy .After verifying the application from RM, it will go to AEE bucket. In this process RR
number generate from SAJALA automatically.
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AEE can view the RR number in his view page and it will not allow to modify it as it is in Read only field.
RR number will be automatically generated in sync with BWSSB's SAJALA application and it may take up
to 24 hours to sync the data. Once RR number generated, AEE can now follow the usual steps of
processing the application to next stage.
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After moving from AEE bucket to Draft Man bucket, he needs to generate meter number for current
application. He can enter available water meter number in the field and proceed to next stage.

After processing the application from Draft man it will move to Water Inspector to verify the meter
number.
He is able to verify and proceed to next level .The application will reach to AEE for final process.
Here AEE needs to verify the meter number and can send details to consumer and able to close the
application successfully. After closing the application it will move to closed application.
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Closed Applications:
It allows to store all closed applications after RR number generation. Once application is closed it
won’t allow to edit any changes in application other than sending messages to consumer
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Rejected Application
It stores all rejected applications. After rejecting the application, user needs to submit new
application.
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